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IT Service Management

Enabling effective IT governance for providing and continually
improving the quality of services that meet business objectives

Delivering overall value through:
risk control, financial stewardship and managed relationships
harnessing the intellect, skills, technology and proven methods
constantly seeking new and innovative solutions

Driving IT operations efficiency, enabling skilled IT resources to
focus on the delivery of strategic programmes
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Putting the Business/Customer first

Implementing best practice methodologies like ITIL is no longer
just sufficient on it’s own
‘…it seems like a good idea to do’ is not good enough

It’s not a passing fad – the competition is getting more fierce

The Business and the Customer must come first – they have to be
the reasons why we do things

If it doesn’t benefit the Business/Customer why are we doing it?

We need to make a step-change in the way we deliver services
Incremental changes in our processes, our people, or our tools isn’t
enough
We need to combine all three together as the foundation for service
delivery transformation
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Delivering what the customer wants

Business is more competitive in a global, digitalised, marketplace
IT organisations (ITOs) need to focus on delivering what the
customer wants – not what they think the customer wants
Best practice service management will ensure consistent, high
quality services

ITOs need a strategy for handling ever-changing demands
That strategy needs underpinning by:

processes, policies and procedures
having the right people with the right skills and the right tools

We need a strategy that integrates the Business and IT
a strategy that delivers regular dialogue and communication
a strategy that makes IT more customer-focused,
and proactive rather than reactive
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Transformation - Process

Effective transformation MUST begin with Strategy
Our strategy should sit at the core of everything we do, but it’s
only a small cog in a big wheel

Key processes that need establishing:
Understanding business requirements
Managing the relationship with the business
Managing our partners and suppliers
Implementing service changes in a safe and secure way
Dealing with customer-related issues
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Transformation - Process

Transformation is not just about developing processes
It’s making sure they operate in an integrated, seamless manner

Two recent clients had multiple disparate regional processes
There was no sharing of company ‘best practice’
Their transformation includes everyone working to the same
consistent process, irrespective of where in the world they work
Global services have local support operating in the same manner
across all territories
Greater senior management involvement
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People

Even in a digitalised and automated world, we can’t operate
IT and deliver services without people

We may not need as many people, but we still need people!

We need to upskill our staff to be more customer-focused
Understanding business objectives, IT objectives
Improving soft skills
But it’s also about job satisfaction

Transformation includes transforming your culture of
working:

Recognising the importance of your staff
Your staff recognising their importance in delivering services
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Technology/Tools

Transformation includes looking at the way we use our tools to do
our job
Clients often end up with a concoction of toolsets where
consolidation and simplification would deliver numerous benefits

For example, let’s record all of our incidents, problems, requests,
changes, releases, etc. in the same toolset
And let’s use that same system for collating and disseminating
knowledge

Also provide knowledge to the Business and the end Customer,
for example self-service

This can be another way of enhancing the relationship between the
Business and IT
The Business may start to think that IT is really serious about changing
the whole dynamic of their relationship!
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Partners

Alignment of partners and suppliers is essential!
Organisations often seek partners in their delivery of services

Shared services, multi-sourcing, SIAM
This brings a whole new dimension to the delivery services

Often suppliers are somewhat ‘divorced’ from the end customer
The empathy isn’t necessarily there and is only developed over time
But often time isn’t on yours or their side – particularly if a customer
can go elsewhere for their services
The supplier relationship needs to become a partnership

Be cognisant that third parties can have a big impact on your
service delivery

Remember to include them in your transformation strategy
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So where should you start?

First you need a strategy
What is the future vision, what are the business objectives?
Why should we do something like this? What will it deliver?
Where do you see the IT organisation in 3 or 5 years time?

Then take a look at yourself and where you are today
Assess your current capability: process, people, tools, partners
Take an objective look - identify the good bits but importantly the
areas of weakness that will need more focus

Develop a roadmap to get you from where you are today to
where you want to be

Don’t just set off headstrong into something like this without a plan!

Only then should you embark on your transformation journey
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And finally….

Transformation by its very nature will likely take some time –
don’t let that scare you off
The benefits for you, the Business and their Customers will be
worth it
Getting IT Service Management implemented will set the
necessary foundation to move towards a digitalised business
Integrated Service Management will improve the relationship and
trusted role of IT by the business

Thank you for reviewing this presentation


